This paper presents baseline models for the cross-lingual pronoun prediction task and the pronoun-focused translation task at DiscoMT 2015. We present simple yet effective classifiers for the former and discuss the impact of various contextual features on the prediction performance. In the translation task we rely on the document-level decoder Docent and a cross-sentence target language-model over selected words based on the parts-of-speech of the aligned source language words.
Introduction
The second workshop on discourse in machine translation (DiscoMT 2015) features a shared task on pronoun translation. Pronouns are difficult to translate due to their complex semantics. Anaphoric pronouns refer back to their antecedent and, therefore, have to agree with linguistic properties such as gender and number. The main problem for machine translation is that antecedents can be arbitrarily far away from the pronouns that refer back to them. This is not an issue if gender, number and other properties are preserved in translation and if these properties are marked in both languages. However, this is not always the case and for most language pairs there are various grammatical differences that need to be taken care of. A prototypical example is grammatical gender which is used in languages like German or French. Translations of inanimate nouns such as "the door" are assigned to a gender (feminine in the case of the German "die Tür") which is not derivable from the source. Hence, machine translation faces the problem to decide which pronoun to use in translations of "it" referring back to "the door". The task, however, is even more complex due to the frequent use of nonreferential pronouns in constructions like "it is raining" where an equivalent pronoun may or may not appear in the translation. The shared task focuses on French translations of the third-person pronouns "it" and "they". The cross-lingual pronoun prediction task asks for the corresponding item in French (grouped into nine classes) for given English documents and their human-generated translations into French. The translation task requires complete translations of English documents to French and the evaluation emphasizes the translations of the two types of pronouns. The domain is translated TED talks. In the following, we first look at the prediction task and our classification approach. Thereafter, we discuss the translation model that we used in our submission (UU-TIEDEMANN).
Cross-Lingual Pronoun Prediction
In the pronoun prediction task, the system needs to return one of nine classes that correspond to the translation of "it" and "they" into French in given context. The classes include the pronouns ce, cela, elle, elles, il, ils, on and ça which are common translations of the given English pronouns, and another class (OTHER) that covers all other cases (including pleonastic uses and other cases that do not have any correspondence in French). English and French context is fully visible for the entire document with special place holders marking the space where the corresponding class is to be filled in. Note that the data (training and test data) is prepared using automatic word alignment and, therefore, includes noise.
In our submission, we were mainly interested in testing various baselines in order to test how far we can get with a rather poor feature model and minimal amounts of pre-processing. Hence, we do not attempt to run any kind of anaphora resolution to identify co-referential links nor any other kind of linguistic analyses that might help to resolve the ambiguities of the decision. We look at two types of features only:
Local context: Surrounding words in source and target language.
Preceding noun phrases: Preceding noun phrases in the close neighborhood have a good chance to represent antecedents of given pronouns. Assuming that they may be marked with the properties we require for disambiguation (number and gender) we extract simple features from them as additional features.
Our experiments are based on standard classifiers and we use existing implementations out of the box. We tested local classification models based on maximum entropy models, averaged perceptrons (using MegaM (Daumé III, 2004) ) and linear SVMs (using liblinear (Fan et al., 2008) ) but also a sequence model based on conditional random fields (using crf++ (Kudo, 2013) ). In our initial experiments it turned out that liblinear produces significantly better results than any of the other tools and, therefore, we only report results from applying that software. In all experiments we use L2-loss SVC dual solvers which is the standard setting in liblinear. We did not perform any optimization of the regularization parameter C and we only use IWSLT14 for training. Our first batch of experiments considers various sizes of source language context. Figure 1 illustrates the impact of source language features with increasing window sizes using tokens to the left and to the right. The figure shows that context to the right seems to be more important than left-side context. Windows larger than 2 words seem to be sufficient but overall, the performance is not satisfactory. It is to be expected that target language context is more informative for the classifier decision. Figure 2 demonstrates this using the same setup as in the experiments with source language context. The overall performance in terms of macro F-scores is much higher now but similar to source language context, tokens to the right seem to be more informative for classification decisions. Small window sizes are preferred as well and the optimal performance on development data is achieved for two words to the left and three words to the right. The results above use bag-of-words models that do not make any difference between the positions of the contextual words within the selected window. We also ran experiments with features marked with their positions relative to the predicted item but the outcome was rather inconclusive. In our next setup, we present both, position-sensitive models and bagof-word models. The main difference in the feature model is, otherwise, the addition of long-distance contextual information. Assuming that preceding noun-phrases in the close neighborhood are good candidates of antecedents that may be marked with gender and number, we extract French tokens that are linked to English determiners and demonstratives from previous context. In order to make our approach completely independent from external tools we simply specify a fixed list of common determiners: a, an, the, those, this, these and that.
The corresponding French tokens are taken from the given word alignments. Table 1 lists the classifier performances with these additional features in terms of macro F-scores and overall accuracy. We can see that the determiner information adds information that leads to modest improvements but only if one or two items are considered. We can also see that there is a discrepancy between macro F-scores and accuracy with respect to the use of positional information. Bag-of-word models produce higher F-scores for small windows but lower overall accuracy than position-sensitive models. For our final experiments, we rely on position-sensitive models assuming that macro F-scores are less stable than accuracy especially also considering the differences in class distributions between development and test set. The correlation between macro F-score and accuracy is further shown in Figure 3 . The plot shows the relation between these two metrics for various context windows in source and target language. From the plot we can see that there certainly is a correlation between overall accuracy and macro F-score but that this correlation is not as strong as one might expect especially with respect to these quite homogenous features. Another strategy that we explored is the use of local dependencies between predicted labels. Intuitively, it should be important to know about previously used pronouns to predict the next ambiguous one. Referential pronouns are often included in larger coreferential chains and refer back to the same entity in the discourse. This fact can be exploited by sequence labeling techniques that incorporate target dependencies. However, our results with CRF that include markovian dependencies on predicted labels were quite disappointing and fall far behind the results obtained with local predictions using liblinear. Therefore, we also added a model with history features that include previous labels as additional features in local predictions. Training such models is straightforward with fully visible data sets as the ones given in the pronoun prediction task. The main problem is that the model needs to handle noisy predicted labels at testing time where gold labels of previous decisions are not available. Figure 4 plots the score obtained with history features on the DiscoMT development set. The oracle scores using gold history labels from the development set shows the capacity of these features. They significantly push the performance with over five point gains in macro F-score. Dependencies up to four labels in history seem to be beneficial. However, using a simplistic approach to incorporate predicted labels at testing time results in drastic drops leading to scores below the models without history features. These results are rather discouraging and we did not try to improve the history-based models by common techniques such as training with predicted labels using jackknifing approaches. This could, however, be interesting to explore in future work. Finally, in our submitted system we, therefore, applied a local classifier without history features and target context only. We used two words before and three words after from the local context and target language words linked to the closest source language determiner from previous context regardless of distance. Furthermore, we added the word that follows next to those linked words in the target language to add yet another feature that may help the classifier to predict gender and number correctly. The final results of this model applied to the official test set is shown in Table 2 . The scores show that we cannot achieve the same quality on test data as we have seen on the development data. This is certainly to be expected but the drop is quite significant (both in macro F-score and in overall accuracy). Still, our system is the highest ranked submission according to the official macro average F-score. However, it is below the baseline model (58.4%) but significantly outperforms the baseline in overall accuracy (74.2% versus 66.3%). The system works surprisingly well in recognizing OTHER cases and also the frequent demonstrative pronoun "ce" as well as the masculine plural "ils" works reasonably well. Most problems can be found in the predictions of the female pronouns "elle" and "elles" but also the confusion between "cela" and "ça" is noticeable. For further details of the individual mistakes done by the classifier, Table 3 . Here, we can see that "il" is very often misclassified as "ce" and "elle", and "elle" is often tagged as "il" -important ambiguous cases that DiscoMT tries to focus on. Looking at these results, we can conclude that the final model is only modestly successful and further work needs to be done to improve prediction quality.
Pronoun-Focused Translation
The pronoun-focused translation task at DiscoMT requires a full machine translation system. Our submission uses a phrase-based model with one additional document-level feature function that captures long-distance relations spanning over arbitrarily long distances within a given document and its translation. We use Docent (Hardmeier et al., 2013) , a document-level decoder that supports such feature functions and test our model on the DiscoMT test set.
Document-Level Decoding
The common strategy to decode phrase-based SMT models is to use a beam search algorithm based on dynamic programming and incremental hypotheses expansion (Koehn, 2010) . This approach is very efficient and successful for local features such as context-independent translation options of word sequences and n-gram-based language models. Longdistance dependencies on the target language are impossible to incorporate which makes it difficult to account for coreferential relations over arbitrary spans in order to resolve, for example, ambiguities in the translation of anaphoric pronouns. Docent implements a different decoding strategy that starts with a complete translation hypotheses of an entire document applying local changes to improve the translation according to the model it uses (Hard-meier et al., 2012) . The algorithm is a stochastic variant of standard hill climbing and at each step, the decoder generates a successor of the current translation by randomly applying one of a set of state-changing operations at a random location in the document. Operations include changing the translation of a phrase, swapping positions of two phrases, moving a phrase and re-segmenting phrases. The decoder is non-deterministic but has been shown to be quite stable at least with standard features commonly used in phrase-based SMT. The decoder can be initialized using a randomly generated translation of the entire document based on translation options from the phrase table or using the beam-search decoder implemented in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) . More details about the decoder and document-level feature models can be found in (Hardmeier, 2014) .
Selected Word Language Models
For the purpose of DiscoMT, we implemented a feature function that can handle n-gram language models over selected words. These n-grams can easily cross sentence boundaries within a given document d but otherwise they use the same approach as any other Markovian language model:
The selected words w s1 ..w sn can be found using various criteria. The selection can be based on partof-speech labels or other annotation or properties such as word length. Depending on the chosen criteria, only a small subset of words may be selected and the distance between them can be arbitrary long within the limits of the document. One problematic issue in the machine translation setup where arbitrary strings can be generated is that such a language model prefers hypotheses that include as few elements as possible if corresponding n-gram probabilities are sufficiently high. This is a typical behavior of any n-gram language model and penalty features are commonly used to penalize short hypotheses. Another possibility is to base the selection process on the given source language string which is given and fixed and to obtain the target language tokens through word alignment. In this way, the feature function includes a similar number of factors (small differences are due to different word alignment types) for each hypotheses and additional penalty features can be avoided. This is especially useful for our document-level decoder in which tuning of feature weights is not very stable.
The strategy that we like to explore in the pronoun-focused translation task is to make use of the relation between subsequent pronouns and context words that may indicate anaphoric agreement constraints such as gender and number. For this, we implemented an n-gram language model over words that are linked to English pronouns and determiners and used this feature function as the only additional long-distance feature besides standard sentence-level phrase-based SMT features. We tagged the English part of the DiscoMT training data (Europarl, IWSLT15 and News Commentary v9) with HunPos and a model trained on the Universal Dependency Treebank v1 (McDonald et al., 2013) using the coarse universal PoS tag set of Petrov et al. (2012) . From the tagged corpus and the alignments to their French translations, we extracted the linked French tokens for selected words using the provided word alignments and, finally, trained a 7-gram language model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing using KenLM (Heafield et al., 2013) from that data set.
The feature function implemented in Docent caches the target word sequence aligned to selected source language words and updates the language model score each time the hypotheses is modified and the chain is effected by the modification. Similar to the interface of the standard language model implemented in Docent, we only consider the context window that is defined by the model to allow efficient computation of the feature. The model can easily be adjusted to other word selections using parameters in the configuration file. In our case, we use a regular expression to specify the PoS labels that need to be considered:
<model type="selected-pos-lm" id="splm"> <p name="lm-file">/path/to/lm.kenlm</p> <p name="selected-pos-regex">ˆDET|PRON$</p>
We did not attempt to properly tune the corresponding weight for this feature function and fixed it to a rather arbitrary value of 0.2 which seemed to perform reasonably well on development data. Table 5 lists the BLEU scores of our models with and without the additional pronoun-oriented language model. The table includes also a model that contains a language model over pronouns only (without including determiners in the context). We can see that our modified models are slightly below the baseline model in overall BLEU which is most probably due to inappropriate tuning of the In order to test our models on the specific task of translating pronouns in context, we also performed automatic evaluations of the translations we obtained for the development set. Table 6 lists the results for the three models using the evaluation approach of Hardmeier and Federico (2010) . We can see that both augmented models improve the overall F1 scores mainly due to an increase in precision. The model that includes target language words linked to determiners performs best at least according to our automatic evaluation and, therefore, we selected this model as our primary submission. The differences are, however, very small and the manual evaluation of the test set translations revealed that our model could not even beat the phrase-based baseline without a pronoun-specific model. The official results of the translation task are shown in Table 4 . We can see that the proposed system still scores slightly better than the baseline mode with the automatic evaluation but it is clearly below the baseline according to the manual evaluation. Table 6 : Automatic evaluation of translated pronouns using the development set and its reference translation.
Precision

Conclusions
This paper presents the results of simple but efficient baseline classifiers that predict translations of pronouns in given context. Our experiments look at varying contexts and show that small windows of target language context are very effective. Adding information from potential antecedents leads to modest improvements. We also present a language model over pronouns and determiners integrated in document-level decoding of phrase-based machine translation. The model is promising according to automatic evaluation but manual inspection reveals that it does not lead to better translations of the selected ambiguous pronouns.
